A Cramer-Rao bound for the mea.n squa,red error tha,t ca,n be a,chieved with non1inea.r 013-servations of a nonlinear p-th order autoregressive (AR) process where both the process a,nd observation noise covariailces can be state dependent is presented. The major limita.tion is that the AR process must be driven by an additive whitme Gaussia.11 noise process that has a. full-rank covariance. A numerica,l example demonstra.ting the tiglltness of' the bound for a. particular problem is included.
This note concerns lower bounds on the mean squared error (MSE) in nonlinear filtering problems. Specifically, Cramer-Rao bounds (CRBs) are derived for dynarnical systems that are more genera,l than those used previously [5, 2] . Such bounds give an ind.ication of whether accuracy requirements are realistic before a design effort is undertaken a,nil, during a design, aid in determining whether further design effort may not be fruitful. This note concerns only discrete time problems which, while much less discussed than continuous time problems, are of great practical importance.
The nonlinear filtering problem is to causally estima.te the n-diinen;jional state xk of a source or message model described by a non1inea.r stocha,stic difference equatioil given were recently reviewed a.nd unified [I] . Those hounds appropriat'e for iloilliilear filtering problems were also recently reviewed [7, 3, The remainder of the note is organized in the followiilg fashion. The new CRB is described in Section 2, an example is given in Section 3, and coilclusions follow in Section 4.
Cramer-Rao Bounds
The model is a nonlinear p-th order AR process driven by additive Gaussian noise with state-dependent gain of which nonlinear ol~servations are made in the pieseilce of additi1.t
Gaussian noise with state-dependent gain:
where 2 k , y k E R n ; the range of f k and hk is R."; the range of q k , ( l k , r l ; , ancl t'k is R 1 ' X ' l : (fi(xi) = F r r k ) with n components where Qk(xI;-p+I) = Q is ra,~ll< 1 a,ild hence ca,n 1 1 r written Q = qq' where q E R n X ' . If (F, q) is controllable then a. siinilarity transformation exists which transforms the system to ca,noilical controllable form [9, Section 1.91 which is exactly the form of a n-th order sca1a.r AR. process with Q t R = 1.
Application of the standard CRB to the entire t,ra,jector~ .rp;, of the non1inea.r AR process gives the basic bound used in this note and Refs. [5, organizes the computations so that they can be clone by sim~~lation of the nonlinea'r A R process alone (i.e., not also t,he observation equation).
The linear Ga.ussia,n system used in this note is a specia.1 ca.se of tlle nonlinear system
where Po (Ptl) has n x n blocks Pi,, (Pi-i) for i and j in 0,. 
Ak,k-1 -flf;l~k.,
Rk t arbitra.ry positive definite lna,tris for = 1 -p, . . . , I<.
( 1 2 )
Use these definitions in Eqs. 6 and 7 to get min(l+p-1 , K ) k = 2 -p , . . . , I < :
In spite of being quadratic in Citj, Eqs. 14 and 15 can be solved recursively for Cij. The procedure, with control structures written in tlie C ]~rogra~mming langua,ge, is:
where 'I2 are matrix square roots ( R = R ' /~ (R'/~)'. RTI2 = (R1/')'). 011ce A, C. Po, 9. 
Example
In this section we consider a.n example est,iination problem i n older tcl c1emonstra.te the computations involved and that the bound is tight a.t 1ea.st for soille estima.tion problems. 
Conclusions
A Cramer-Rao bound for the mean squared error that can be aclliei.ed lvith iloillinear observations of a nonlinear p-th order A R process where both the p r o~e s~i ailcl observation noise covariances can be state dependent is presented. T h e major liinitation is that the AR where i is such that b and 1 are in {max(i -p + 1 , l -p ) , . . . , i) , and coillpute E {V,,V,, 11') using Eq. 16. The second, third, and fifth terllls of Eq. 16 are each the p1.ocl11ct of (1) a, rancloill . . We now use these expectation formu1a.e to derive Eqs. G and 7. The na~,tura.l logarithill of the joint pdf for the x and y trajectories is 1 I<-1 i+l I F -1 '+' + 111 clet E~( Z -~+~) } l n p = ICl --{zi(ri-p+l) di (xi-p+l)zi(xi-p+i 2 i=, where is a constant. T h e part of l n p that depends on xk for X: = 1 -p, . . . , I< is where Z(e) is 1 if e is true and 0 otherwise. Using Eq. 17 (ancl a.na.logous results) ancl Eqs. 2, 3, and 5 we find tha.t. ( I S ) where the fact that z~-~( x~I : ) does not depend on xk was used in the term.
There are terms in l n p that depend simultaneously on xk and X , for 1 < k only for the range I = ma,x(k -p, 1 -p)? . . . , k -1 in which case the terms are Using Eq. 17 (and analogous results) and Eqs. 2, 3, and 4 we find that where the fact that C~-~(X;I:) does not depend on xk was used in the i \~. -~,~ term.
Finally, Eq. 6 (Eq. 7) follows by equating Eq. 19 (Ecl. 1s) for the nolllillear and linea,r systems. Evaluation of the formu1a.e for the linear Gaussian system uses the following results for the linear Gaussian system:
